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Abstract: Rural roads play an indispensable role in economic and social well-being, especially in
developing countries, contributing to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. For this reason,
it is necessary to plan these projects properly to guarantee their success. In this line, the objective of this
research is to identify significant variables generating overruns in time and cost using empirical data
of 535 rural road projects in Colombia from 2015 to 2018. Bivariate analysis, with statistical tools like
Spearman’s Rho and Kruskal–Wallis, allowed identifying that higher values of variables like budget
and project intensity are related to higher deviations in cost and time. Additionally, it was found
that projects with shorter durations are reporting higher time overruns. The worst performers are
projects executed in the year that council mayors start their terms, those developed in municipalities
with more resources, and those awarded using a competitive bidding process. Multivariate analysis,
through Random Forest, assessed the effect of considering all variables interacting simultaneously
and ranking them in order of importance. The results demonstrated a relationship between cost
and time performance, and that numerical variables are more significant than the categorical ones.
This study contributes to a better understanding of the causes of delays and cost overruns on rural
roads, providing useful insight for researchers and industry practitioners.
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1. Introduction

Rural areas comprise vast geographical regions where a significant population faces emerging
threats associated with a lack of infrastructure, particularly across developing countries [1].
Rural transport and their infrastructure play an indispensable role in the universal call of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), which contribute to more than half of them. Rural roads
provide regional connectivity, reducing poverty and facilitating access to essential services. These goals
also promote building quality, reliable, sustainable, and resilient infrastructure [2]. Rural road networks
in low/middle-income countries are critical for economic and social well-being, and they are mostly
unpaved [3]. In developing countries, infrastructure quality deficiencies restrict mobility and overall
network connectivity [4]. Rural roads correspond to 69% of the entire network in Colombia, with a total
extension of 143,000 km. It is estimated that in the 281 municipalities of Colombia, only 6% are paved.
The absence of roads limits the opportunities and development of the regions, increasing poverty [5].
Due to the importance of rural roads, it is essential to plan them properly to guarantee a successful
project, defined as one that has achieved its technical performance, maintaining its initial schedule and
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budget [6]. However, deviations in time and cost are a global phenomenon on five continents and
have not decreased over the past 70 years [7].

The literature has included the magnitude and frequency of those deviations. An early study in
Hong Kong revealed that the mean percentage of time overrun is 14% for civil engineering projects
(infrastructure) [8]. Another study established that over 40% of Indian construction projects are facing
time overruns [9]. Regarding cost deviation, it has been found that 9 out of 10 transport infrastructure
projects around the world present this deviation [10]. Transportation projects in the United States
are identified as underestimated; approximately 50% of them have overrun their initial budgets [11].
These studies show that deviations do not correspond to a particular type of project or region and that
there are researchers worldwide interested in this topic.

There are also studies focused on reporting factors causing delays and cost overruns, according to
the stakeholders’ perception to indicate the frequency of occurrence, severity, or importance of each
possible cause to ranking the most significant factors [12]. Specifically, for road construction projects,
the results of a study in Zambia established that bad weather, scope changes, environmental protection,
schedule delay, and strikes, are the significant causes of cost escalation. For schedule delays, delays in
payments, financial processes, contract modification, economic problems, and materials procurement
were found to be the major causes [13]. The most significant causes of delay in road projects in
Palestine are the political situation, award project to the lowest bid price, progress payment delay by the
owner, and shortage of equipment [14]. Another study identified the causes of delays in road projects
in Malawi, including a shortage of fuel, insufficient contractor cash-flow, lack of foreign currency,
slow payment procedures, and insufficient equipment as the most significant [15]. Researchers in
Cambodia analyzed the delay factors, finding that rain and flood, land acquisition, the awarding of the
project to the lowest bidder, and equipment breakdowns are the most significant [16].

Other approaches consisted of identifying the impact of different variables in time and cost
overruns. In Taiwan, researchers examined how different causes work together to influence project
schedule delays using Structural Equation Modeling. The primary source of information was also the
perception of the stakeholders, and the results showed that the class of nonhuman-related causes is the
most significant, in which “unforeseen site conditions” is the most worthwhile [17]

Another study used the three-stage least-squares technique to analyze the impact in cost and
time overrun of nine variables for highway projects in Indiana (USA). Results identified the contract
size, project duration, expected weather conditions, and results of the competitive bidding process
as statistically significant and also demonstrated a simultaneous relationship between cost and time
overruns [18]. In Hong Kong, a study examined three variables: Project type, size of the project,
and length of the project implementation period; and their statistical relationship with cost overruns in
mega transport projects. The results showed that rail projects are most prone to cost increase, and road
projects are the least vulnerable. Cost overruns have no significant relationship with project size, but for
road projects, smaller-scale projects tend to be more prone to more considerable cost overruns [19].

Authors identified gaps like the absence of studies related to cost and time deviations in rural
road projects. Besides, most of the methods implemented in other project types, while allowing the
comparison of results and identification of significant trends, their primary source of information is the
opinion of stakeholders. A new approach is proposed in this research, considering the importance
of rural road projects and their contribution to the achievement of sustainable development goals.
The goal is to analyze empirical data of rural road construction projects available through the Colombian
Government’s open data platform, to identify which are the significant variables causing cost and time
deviations in this project type. The database includes projects that have completed their closing phase,
all project work is finalized, and the scope has been achieved. The contracting method corresponds to
Design–Bid–Build, the traditional delivery method where the agency contracts separately for design
and construction services [20], and the research is focused in the construction stage. The structure of
the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the research method, including the data collection and the
identification of the variables. Section 3 presents the results indicating the main variables generating
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cost and time overruns through univariate, bivariate, and multivariate analysis. Section 4 presents an
interpretation of the results, citing agreement or disagreement with previous studies. Finally, Section 5
discusses the main conclusions, including the implications of the findings and recommendations for
future research.

2. Research Methods and Data Collection

To achieve the goals stated in the previous section, the authors followed the overall research
method summarized in Figure 1. The first stage was the data collection, starting with a literature review
for identifying the variables considered in previous research related to cost and time overruns. Next,
data gathering was performed, including a web search for road construction projects, in the open data
platform of the Colombian Government, and filtering rural road projects. Projects awarded through
the three types of competitive processes allowed by Colombian law were also chosen. These processes
included competitive bidding, in which a contractor is selected in equal opportunities; abbreviated
selection, a simplified process carried out after a public tender has been declared void; and minimum
contract, the quickest and most straightforward procedure for low contract values [21]. In the second
stage, variables in the dataset were analyzed through an exploratory data analysis, identifying their
nature and main features. It was also developed the outlier´s identification, and the descriptive statistics
were obtained through univariate analysis. Finally, the third stage consisted of the identification of
the significant variables causing time and cost deviations in rural road projects, applying bivariate,
and multivariate statistical tools. All models developed in this research were built using free software
R, and Python. An in-depth explanation of these steps is included in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 1. Research method.

Based on Gransberg and Villarreal [22], the research team defined the dependent variables,
time deviation, and cost deviation, identifying projects that required change orders to increase the
initial cost or deadline (see Equations (1) and (2)).

Time deviation =
Final deadline − original deadline

original deadline
(1)

Cost deviation =
Final cost − contract value

contract value
(2)
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Later, the research team explored the data included in the platform of the Colombian Government
(www.datos.gov.co). Filtering by road projects, and by reviewing the contractual object, it was possible
to extract 555 projects related to rural roads in the period 2015–2018. Next, the research team identified
variables involved in previous studies related to cost and time deviations and looked for the availability
of them in the data. An exploratory analysis allowed obtaining information about the variables
and their nature. Table 1 describes these variables, their nature, and description, how they were
measured for numerical variables, and the values for the categorical ones. The variables are organized
following the life cycle management in infrastructure projects [23]. The project initiation phase contains
eight variables: Project type, owner, geographic location, municipality type, period of execution,
estimated cost (budget), original deadline, and project intensity; the project planning phase includes
four variables: Contract value, award growth, process type, and contractor type; and the project
execution and closure phase has four variables: Additional cost, additional time, final cost, and final
deadline. Variables related to cost were converted to legal monthly minimum salaries in Colombia;
this is an official value established by the Government each year that allows considering the effect of
inflation. In this research, this unit is included as Minimum Salaries for variables related to cost.

Then, the sample characterization was developed, obtaining the descriptive statistics for the
numerical variables and the frequency and percentage for the different groups of the categorical
variables. This characterization also allowed finding trends, outliers, and getting information about
variability in the dataset. In this stage, the interquartile range method (IQR) was applied for the
numerical variables to identify and eliminate extreme outliers, which are unique values in the dataset.
It can bias statistical analyses [27]. This method defined the extreme outliers obtaining the first quartile
(Q1), the third quartile (Q3), and the IQR range of the data (See Equation (3)).

IQR= Q3 − Q1 (3)

Those pieces of data higher than Q3 + 3IQR and less than Q1 − 3IQR are considered outliers.
Eliminated projects were those with a high estimated cost (more than 2500 minimum salaries) and with
a positive award growth (which is also not possible under Colombian laws). Therefore, 535 projects
were finally included in the research.

Next, a bivariate analysis established the relationship between the independent variables and
the dependent variables time and cost deviation. Different tools were chosen considering the type
of the variables, analyzing the hypothesis test of each one, determining the level of significance, and
also calculating the p-value. A p-value ≤ 0.05 indicates in this study strong evidence to reject the
null hypothesis [28]. Spearman’s Rho, a nonparametric test (because the data do not fit a normal
distribution), was calculated to compare time and cost deviations with each numerical variable [29,30].
Spearman’s Rho varies from −1.00 to +1.00, where 1 means a perfect linear positive correlation, and −1
means a perfect linear negative relationship [28]. The null hypothesis, in this case, is that there is no
association between the two variables.

On the other hand, the nonparametric test Kruskal–Wallis was implemented to compare each
one of the categorical variables with time and cost deviation. The nonparametric behavior between
the data corresponding to each category was verified. This test analyzes if there is any difference
in the median values of groups or treatments. In this research, those involved in the categorical
variables [31]. The null hypothesis, in this case, is that the population medians are equal for all groups.
Kruskal–Wallis allows identifying if groups involved in the categorical variables present a different
behavior concerning the dependent variables analyzed. However, it does not determine for which
groups the difference is statistically significant, so the Wilcoxon test was used to compare paired
data and establish it. The null hypothesis, in this case, is that the median difference between pairs of
observations is zero, so this allowed the identification of categories with similar behavior that can be
grouped [32].

www.datos.gov.co
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Table 1. Independent variables.

Phase Variable (Type) Description Unit/Values Source

Project
initiation

Project type
(Categorical) The main project object. Construction or

Maintenance [7,18,19]

Owner
(Categorical)

The entity, or stakeholder,
responsible for contracting

the project.

Municipality or
Other [24]

Geographic
Location

(Categorical)

Colombian regions where the
project takes place.

Amazonia, Andina,
Caribe, Orinoquia,

or Pacifica
[10,25]

Municipality Type
(Categorical)

Class stated by Colombian law.
(According to their number of

inhabitants and income).

Type 1 to 6, 1 being
the highest

category

Period
(Categorical)

The period of project
execution, in this case, it was

established in years.

Years: 2015, 2016,
2017, or 2018 [10,25]

Estimated Cost
(Budget)

(Numerical)

Budgeted construction cost,
determined at the time of

procurement by the owner.
Minimum salaries [7,19,25,26]

Original Deadline
(Numerical)

The project planned duration,
determined at the time of

procurement by the owner.
Days [18,24,25]

Project Intensity
(Numerical)

The ratio between the
estimated cost and the

original deadline.

Minimum
salaries/days [20]

Project
planning

Contract Value
(Numerical) The contract awarded amount. Minimum salaries [18,20]

Award Growth
(Numerical)

The ratio between the
difference of contract value

and the estimated cost.
Percentage (%) [20]

Process Type
(Categorical)

Modality chosen for the
contractor procurement

and selection.

Competitive
Bidding,

Abbreviated
Selection,

Minimum Contract

Contractor
(Categorical)

Stakeholder responsible for
executing the project.

Individual,
Consortium,

or Companies

Project
execution

and closure

Additional Cost
(Numerical)

The difference between the
contract value and the final

contract cost.
Minimum salaries [20,26]

Additional Time
(Numerical)

Difference between the
original deadline and the final

contract deadline.
Days [20]

Final Cost
(Numerical) Final contract cost. Minimum salaries [26]

Final Deadline
(Numerical) Final contract deadline. Days [25]

Finally, multivariate analysis, through the Random Forest (RF) technique, assessed the effect
of considering all variables interacting simultaneously [33]. Random Forest allows including both
numerical and categorical variables in the analysis; therefore, this technique avoids the process of
transformation or discretization of variables, which leads to loss of information [34,35] The advantages
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of Random Forest also include an improvement in the understanding of variables since it classifies
them in order of importance considering their interaction, and even analyzes a nonlinear behavior of
the variables [36]. RF is an ensemble learning method that creates numerous decision trees. For each
decision tree, a random subset of samples (projects for this case study) and a random subset of variables
are considered. It aggregates the results and, after multiple iterations, gives the ranking of variable
importance [37].

On the other hand, as the dependent variables are numerical, regression trees are implemented.
Those are built by recursively partitioning the sample into homogenous groups. Each split is based on
the values of a variable, and it is selected according to the maximum reduction of the overall impurity
of the node achieved. The impurity is measured as the total sum of squared deviations from node
centers [38].

In the Random Forest algorithm, two control parameters are included: The number of trees used
in the forest, and the number of random variables used in each tree. One-third of the observations are
not used to fit the model and are used to validate it. The Out-of-bag error score (OOB) is the error
computed on samples not included during training [39]. An optimal number of trees is obtained by
reviewing the model performance, looking for a threshold from which increases in the number of
trees would bring no significant performance gain, and would only increase the computational cost.
Previous literature suggests that a random forest should have several trees between 64 and 128 [40].
An optimal number of predictors is obtained after running the optimal number of trees and testing
how OOB error changes according to the number of random attribute candidates in each tree and
selecting which reduces it [39]. After running the models, RF extracts a summary of the importance of
each variable, considering how the normalized error increases when it is eliminated. A large value
indicates an important predictor [38].

3. Results

3.1. Univariate Analysis

This sub-section includes the sample characterization, describing the main information of the
variables involved in the dataset through univariate analysis. A description of the dependent variables,
time, and cost deviation is included in Table 2 for the 535 projects. For the time deviation, there is no
legal limitation, and there are projects with values up to 4.5. In Colombian public contracts, the cost
deviation should not be higher than 0.50 of the estimated cost [41]. However, one project reported 0.53
for cost deviation. Although the average of the data does not indicate a significantly high value, it is
essential to note that many projects have no deviation, and the median for both cases is zero.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of independent numerical variables.

Variable Min Max Mean Median Standard Deviation

Time deviation 0.00 4.50 0.19 0.00 0.50
Cost deviation 0.00 0.53 0.08 0.00 0.16

Figure 2 shows a higher variability in cost deviation data; the interquartile range (IQR) is
larger. Additionally, a considerable number of projects do not report deviations. Of the 535
projects, 144 (26.92%) report cost deviation, 124 (23.18%) report time deviation, and 82 reports
both simultaneously (15.33%).
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of different cost and duration, and project intensity also presents a wide range in the values. Data are 
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Figure 2. Boxplot for (a) time deviation and (b) cost deviation.

If only the projects reporting any deviation (186 data) are analyzed, the mean for time deviation is
0.53, and for cost deviation, it is 0.24 (See Table 3). Data are right-skewed for time deviation; the median
is less than the mean. For cost deviation, the histogram is close to symmetric; the mean and median
are close to each other.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of independent variables for projects reporting deviation.

Variable Min Max Mean Median Standard Deviation

Time deviation 0.00 4.50 0.53 0.33 0.72
Cost deviation 0.00 0.53 0.24 0.25 0.20

Regarding time deviation (Figure 3a), the boxplot shows that half of the data are between 0.33
and 4.5. For the cost deviation (Figure 3b), half of the data are between 0.25 and 0.53.
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A description of the independent numerical variables is included in Table 4. There are projects of
different cost and duration, and project intensity also presents a wide range in the values. Data are
right-skewed for all variables since the median is less than the mean for all cases except for the award
growth. Award growth is a variable that cannot have a value greater than zero; most cases are closer to
zero, but it reaches values as low as −0.29.

Concerning the categorical variables, the frequency and proportions are included in Figure 4.
Regarding the year, information from 2015 to 2018 is considered. For the project owner, the database
reports that more than 98% of cases are from a municipality. The rest of the cases are from department
governments or public agencies; therefore, this variable “Project owner” is not included in the statistical
analysis to avoid bias. In Colombia, municipalities are classified in categories from 1 to 6 depending
on the number of inhabitants and the income. Most of the municipalities are type 6 (the lowest).
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Group “OTHER,” corresponds to Municipality 1 (0.19%), Municipality 3 (0.75%), and project developers
that are not municipalities (1.49%). Concerning contractors, most of the projects are carried out by
individual contractors, but also companies and consortiums are involved.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of independent numerical variables.

Variable (Unit) Min Max Mean Median Standard Deviation

Estimated Cost (* MS) 25.60 2420.45 258.84 126.31 387.20
Contract Value (* MS) 19.69 2415.74 257.35 126.31 385.88

Additional Cost (* MS) 0.00 828.98 21.40 0.00 71.80
Final Cost (* MS) 21.44 3244.72 278.75 128.57 419.06

Original Deadline (Days) 5.00 240.00 63.18 60.00 38.38
Additional Time (Days) 0.00 196.00 9.28 0.00 22.50
Final Deadline (Days) 5.00 361.00 72.46 60.00 47.11

Project Intensity (* MS/Day) 0.23 69.16 4.05 2.24 5.79
Award Growth (%) −0.29 0.00 −0.01 0.00 0.03

* MS: Minimum Salaries.
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Regarding the geographic location, Colombia is divided into five regions, “Andina,”
which corresponds to the most populated and economically active area of the country, concentrates the
majority of projects with more than 77%. Regarding process type, abbreviated selection has the majority
with more than 52%, and competitive bidding has the smallest proportion. In respect of project type,
more than 67% corresponds to maintenance projects, those related to existing roads, and others consist
of new construction.

3.2. Identification of Significant Variables through Bivariate Analysis

This sub-section includes the results for bivariate analysis comparing time and cost deviations
with each one of the independent variables. First, Spearman’s Rho was calculated for the numerical
variables. Then, the Kruskal–Wallis test was included for the categorical variables, complemented with
the Wilcoxon test for the significant ones.

3.2.1. Matrix Correlation

The analysis of the correlation is included in a matrix for the numerical variables, calculating the
Spearman’s Rho (See Figure 5). The color blue means a positive relationship, and red negative,
the higher the intensity of the color, the higher the correlation. Variables highly correlated (more than
0.90) are time deviation with additional time, cost deviation with additional cost, estimated cost with
contract value, estimated cost with the final cost, contract value with the final cost, and original deadline
with the final deadline. Highly correlated variables were eliminated for further analysis, taking into
account for time deviation: The estimated cost, the additional cost, the award growth, the original
deadline, and the project intensity, and for cost deviation taking into account the estimated cost,
the additional time, the award growth, the original deadline, and the project intensity. The significance
of the correlation was obtained through the p-value, with a threshold of 0.05. A comparison between
variables cost and time deviation got a Spearman′s Rho of 0.47 with a p-value less than 0.01, indicating a
positive association between cost and time deviation that is statistically significant.
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3.2.2. Time Deviation

This section first includes the significant numerical variables regarding the time deviation,
according to Spearman’s Rho. Variables belonging to all phases of the project life cycle were identified
(See Table 5), and the original deadline was identified as non-significant. The additional cost correlates
with a higher value. Project intensity and estimated cost have a similar relationship with the dependent
variable and award growth a weaker negative relationship.

Table 5. Significant correlations for time deviation.

Phase Variable Spearman′s Rho p-Value

Project initiation Project intensity 0.23 <<0.01
Estimated cost 0.21 <<0.01

Project planning Award growth −0.09 0.00

Project execution and closure Additional cost 0.48 <<0.01

For categorical variables, the procedure for implementing the Kruskal–Wallis test allowed the
identification of four significant variables belonging to the project initiation and the project planning
phases: Year, region, municipality type, and process type. For these variables, the Wilcoxon test was
implemented to compare paired data and define new groups, see Table 6. For each group, the minimum,
the maximum, and the mean is included. Regarding the year, the behavior of 2016 is significantly
different from the others. This year corresponds to that in which the council mayors begin their
governments of four years. The mean of the year 2016 is higher than others, and these groups also
contained the maximum deviation. This result requires further analysis to determine if it corresponds
to the lack of evolution of the learning curve or other factors, as the percentage of projects developed
in this year (17.94%) is not significantly different from the others.

Table 6. Significant categorical variables for time deviation.

Phase Variable New Categories Min Max Mean

Project
initiation

Year
2016 0.00 4.50 0.37

Other 0.00 3.00 0.15

Region Other 0.00 4.50 0.20

Pacifica 0.00 1.50 0.05

Municipality type
Other 0.00 3.00 0.35

Type 6 0.00 4.50 0.15

Project
planning Process type

Competitive bidding 0.00 3.00 0.28

No competitive bidding 0.00 4.50 0.16

Regarding region, “Pacifica” (10.28% of the cases), with a high level of poverty and rurality, shows a
better performance in terms of time deviation with a lower value of the mean. Regarding municipalities,
“Type 6” (81.87% of the cases) is significantly different from the others. These municipalities with a
low budget and limited resources are reporting a better behavior in time deviation, indicating a lower
value for the mean. Finally, for process type, competitive bidding is significantly different from the
others. Minimum contract and abbreviated selection have a similar behavior regarding time deviation
and can be grouped. It was found that competitive bidding (20.56% of the cases) had a higher value of
the mean.
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3.2.3. Cost Deviation

Significant correlations between cost deviation and the independent numerical variables are
included in Table 7. All the correlations are positive, the highest being additional time, explained by the
relationship between the two deviations. Estimated cost and project intensity also show that the higher
the values of these variables, the greater the differences. Award growth and the original deadline were
identified as non-significant.

Table 7. Significant numerical variables for cost deviation.

Phase Variable Spearman′s Rho p-Value

Project initiation Project intensity 0.11 0.01
Estimated cost 0.12 0.00

Project execution and closure Additional time 0.47 <<0.01

For the categorical variables, the procedure for implementing the Kruskal–Wallis test allowed the
identification of three significant variables: Year, municipality, and process type. For these variables,
the Wilcoxon test was performed (see Table 8). The year 2016 (in which the council mayors begin their
governments) reports a different behavior. Statistical metrics show that the mean of 2016 is higher from
others, and this group also contained the maximum value. These results, similar to time deviation,
require further analysis that allows understanding the reasons.

Table 8. Significant categorical variables for cost deviation.

Phase Variable New Categories Min Max Mean

Project
initiation

Year
2016 0.00 0.53 0.16

Other 0.00 0.50 0.07

Municipality type
Other 0.00 0.53 0.14

Type 6 0.00 0.50 0.07

Project
planning Process type

Competitive bidding 0.00 0.53 0.09

No competitive bidding 0.00 0.50 0.08

Regarding municipalities, “Type 6” (81.87% of the cases) is significantly different from the others,
similar to time deviation. The mean cost deviation has a higher value for municipalities different
than “Type 6”. Regarding process type, competitive bidding is significantly different from the others.
Competitive bidding has a slightly higher mean of cost deviation and the maximum value.

3.3. Identification of Significant Variables through Multivariate Analysis

This section includes the results for multivariate analysis, through applying Random Forest,
to compare time and cost deviation with all the independent variables interacting together.

3.3.1. Time Deviation

This analysis aggregate results from the previous ones, considering only no-highly correlated
numerical variables: Estimated cost, additional cost, award growth, original deadline, and project
intensity. For categorical variables, there were included: Year, municipality type, process type,
project type, region, and contractor. The new confirmed groups for these variables were considered,
aggregating results of Kruskal–Wallis and Wilcoxon analysis. In the Random Forest model for time
deviation, a comparison of the error reduction and the number of trees determine the optimal number
of trees, in this case, 92.
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Then, 92 trees were built, selecting variables and data randomly. After running the different
models, an optimal number of four predictors is obtained, according to the reduction of the Out-of-bag
error (oob_mse), see Figure 6a. After, the most important predictors are ranked, considering the
increment in the Mean Squared Error (MSE) if the variable is eliminated (see Figure 6b). In this case,
only numerical variables are important being the additional cost in the first place, followed by the
original deadline that was not identified in the previous analysis, estimated cost, and project intensity.
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The original deadline was not identified as significant in the bivariate analysis, and random
forest ranks this variable in the second place of importance. A scatterplot for the original deadline is
included in Figure 7. The plot indicates that a partition is a better option for this variable (for more
than approximately 50 days of the original deadline, the behavior is different) because this has a
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3.3.2. Cost Deviation

This analysis aggregates the results from the previous ones, considering only no-highly correlated
numerical variables: Estimated cost, additional time, award growth, original deadline, and project
intensity. For categorical variables, there were included: Year, municipality type, process type,
project type, region, and contractor. The new confirmed groups for significant variables were included,
aggregating results of Kruskal–Wallis and Wilcoxon analysis. In the Random Forest model for
cost deviation, the optimal number of trees was 117, and the optimal number of two predictors is
obtained (see Figure 8a). After the most important predictors are ranked (see Figure 8b), in this case,
only numerical variables are important being the additional time in the first place, followed by the
estimated cost.
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4. Discussion

This study shows first that, in Colombia, the magnitude and frequency of delays and cost overruns
in rural road construction projects are similar to global findings. However, this study provides insights
about cost and time overruns based on publicly available data, as opposed to most previous studies,
where results were gathered based on stakeholders’ perception. Notably, the sample of 535 projects
used in this research is also higher than previous research, as described below. Regarding time
deviation, this study found a mean percentage of 18.55%, considering all projects included in the
database. This result is in line with early research in Hong Kong that revealed a time overrun of
14% in infrastructure projects, comparing them with government building projects (9%) and private
building projects (17%) with a sample size of 111 projects [8]. Other research reported that 75% of the
participating contractors and 70% of the participating consultants indicated that the average delay
for road construction projects is between 10 and 30% of the original project duration [14]. For cost
overruns, this research found a mean percentage of 8.36%. Previous studies compared three levels
of project complexity and the relationship with cost overruns, analyzing data reported in 22 primary
articles worldwide. Road projects were included in the medium complexity projects, reporting a
mean of cost overrun of 8.97% [42]. Other researchers analyzed data of 258 projects in 20 nations,
comparing different project types to determine the magnitude. Results showed that road projects
appear to be relatively less predisposed for cost escalation, although actual costs are higher than
estimated costs, with an average of 20.40% [7].

Another aspect to consider is that in this research, there are a significant number of projects that
do not report overruns. Considering only the projects reporting deviations, the mean percentage of
time overrun reaches values of 52.95% with a maximum of 450%. For cost overruns, it is 24.03%, with a
maximum of 53%, in this case, for the restriction in the Colombian law. Another study in Colombian
public infrastructure also has found delays as high as 342% of the original value [43]. Concerning cost
deviation for transport infrastructure projects in Asia, a maximum of 98.23% of the original contract
value was reported [44]. Higher values included 164% for the Dutch transport infrastructure project [26]
and 337% in infrastructure projects in Hong Kong [19]. However, other authors have reported that
there are no values greater than 100% of the original contract duration in road projects [14].

Regarding frequency, this study found 23.18% of projects reported time deviation and 26.92%
cost deviation. Other researchers established higher values; a study revealed that 40% of construction
projects are facing time overruns in India [9]. Concerning cost escalation, it has been found that 9 out
of 10 transportation infrastructure worldwide projects are underestimated [10], and 55% of the Dutch
transport infrastructure projects reported actual costs larger than estimated [26]. Although, in general,
the average values found in this research are similar to other studies, different project types and sizes
have been including, and most of the papers analyze individual countries. More research based on
empirical data in the future could help to compare results and determine the reasons for overruns.
Some authors mentioned that cost estimates used in decision-making for transport infrastructure
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development are systematically and significantly deceptive. Cost underestimation is used strategically
to make projects appear less expensive than they are to gain approval from decision-makers to build
the projects [7,10], which could be determined by analyzing more significant samples. Other authors
mentioned that differences between studies could be related to the variation in sample size, by the
differences in the geographical area that is covered, and the project types that are included; also,
the optimism bias could be a significant cause of unrealistic estimates [26].

This study also identified the significant variables generating delays and cost overruns,
among 16 variables. With regards to the project initiation phase, through bivariate analysis,
four variables were identified as significant for both deviations: Estimated cost, project intensity,
municipality type, and year. The estimated cost (budget) was determined as significant for both
overruns in this study through multivariate analysis. The correlation between this variable and
the dependent variables is positive, which is in line with other researchers [44], who analyzed
transport infrastructure projects in Asia, confirming that greater values of contracts generate higher
cost deviations. However, other studies considering different road types reported that larger-scale
projects tend to have smaller cost overruns [19]. One possible explanation could be the level of
management in larger projects compared to smaller ones [25]. Project intensity was identified as
significant through bivariate analysis for both deviations and in the Random Forest model for time
deviation. Previous research based on stakeholder’s opinions reported “poor planning and scheduling”
as a significant factor generating time and cost deviations in infrastructure projects [45–47]. This factor
could include project intensity since a higher value represents higher deviations, indicating failures in
the project planning.

Regarding territorial planning, this research found that municipalities different than “Type 6”,
are the worst performers, being municipalities with more considerable resources. This municipality
category is related to the geographical location, for which a previous study also found significant for
cost overruns [25]. Concerning the period of time, previous research reported this variable as not
significant [10,19,25]; however, in this study, the year in which council mayors begin their term is
significant, with weakest project performance. It is a new finding that deserves future research since,
in this study, only one of the years considered corresponds to this condition, and it would also be
interesting to be able to compare this finding with the situation in other regions or countries.

With respect to the project planning phase, through bivariate analysis, the variable process type is
significant for both deviations. The most competitive process is the one with the worst performance,
which also deserves further research. Other studies have reported errors or problems in bidding and
award as a factor causing overruns [46,48]. Although in this research, only Design–Bid–Build projects
are included, other researchers have reported that alternative contracting methods affect and cost
growth and schedule growth, which should be explored by project planners [20].

Finally, with respect to the execution phase, additional time is significant for cost deviation and
additional cost for time deviation, which demonstrated the relationship between both, in line with
early studies that also showed it [49–51]. The results of the multivariate analysis also demonstrated
this relationship between cost and time performance, being the additional cost is the most important
predictor for the time overruns and the additional time for cost overrun. Besides, the multivariate
analysis also allowed identifying the original deadline as a significant variable for time deviation; in line
with previous studies that also found this, developing models to estimate time and cost overruns [52].

5. Limitations of the Research

This research is an empirical study that only includes rural road projects in Colombia.
Although further investigation in different countries or regions is necessary, the findings provide
information that should contribute to review the existing practices and compare results. This research
evaluated two aspects included in the triple constraint of cost, time, and scope, as stated in the project
management literature, in which a successful project has been defined as one that “has achieved its
technical performance, maintaining its initial schedule and budget” [6]. The project scope was not
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included as an independent variable. However, all the projects are finalized and closed. It implies that
the object of the contract has been fulfilled.

This research has identified significant variables generating time and overruns included in
previous research, but also available in the database. However, project managers must also consider
other factors not included in this analysis regarding the nature of each project with practices like
risk analysis.

6. Conclusions

This research included empirical research on the performance of rural road projects in Colombia.
These projects are significant in meeting sustainable development objectives. On the positive side,
there is an important number of projects that have been developed within the time and cost initially
established. Still, the reported deviations are considerable. This study provides information on the
factors that generated them, contributing to projects developers and decision-makers in the existing
practices. The transparency in the publication of public procurement in Colombia facilitated the
development of this research, allowing for the analysis of real data on all public procurement.

Based on the statistical analysis, for the project initiation phase, it can be concluded that the
estimated cost (budget), project intensity, year, and municipality are the significant variables for
both deviations. Additionally, for time deviation, the original deadline is also a significant variable.
Project planners should consider the estimated cost and project intensity as critical factors in the
initial stages of the project life cycle; hence, higher values of them are related to more considerable
deviations. In contrast, projects with shorter durations are reporting higher time deviations in
percentage. Projects executed in the year that council mayors start their periods and those developed in
municipalities with more significant resources have the weakest performance. Therefore, project owners
must ensure permanent supervision in these cases, and an analysis of the documents generating change
orders for these conditions would be needed.

For the project planning phase, the results show that projects awarded using the competitive
process have the worst performance. This finding requires further research that analyzes the bidding
requirements and the qualification process to determine factors that explain it through new efforts and
in-depth investigation.

Moreover, for the project execution and closure phase, results confirm a relationship between cost
and time performance that is also identified considering all variables interacting together.

The authors’ contribution consists of a better understanding of the causes of delays and cost
overruns in rural road projects, by using statistical techniques and using real data sources, helping to
enhance the body of knowledge within the subject area. The results provide a useful understanding
to researchers and industry practitioners to focus on few factors and take proactive measures for the
timely delivery of public construction, especially for crucial projects such as rural roads in isolated
territories that contribute significantly to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.

Further research should focus on groups that show different behavior like competitive bidding,
including additional variables as bidding requirements, qualification systems, and the number
of bidders.

Another aspect that requires further analysis is the fact that in the year in which council mayors
start their terms, the project performance is weakest. Specific studies with the stakeholders could help
to identify the reasons and determine mitigation measures. The evaluation of quality projects and
the verification of the need identified in the initial stage was satisfied, and also could be analyzed
in further research. It implies applying research methods such as site visits, evaluation of technical
documents, and interviews with stakeholders like project users.
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